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Project & Goals
The Project: My role has been to analyze past
and present data collected from ZoNE
residents and partners and put it in a format
that can we can share back with the
community in an efficient and effective
manner.
Outcomes:
1. Data can and will be used for applying for
grant funding, news reports, or inform action
items at the ZoNE.
2. Become proficient and creative in analyzing
data and creating reports that can be
distributed to partners and residents.

Background & Critical Issues
Since 2015, the ZoNE Project has been a
growing collective impact organization involving
more partners and residents each year. As we
grew, we saw the need to collect and use data
to help us better listen to the needs of families
in Northeast Spokane and measure the impact
of various key initiatives.

What I Did
As a Fellow, I have focused on organizational capacity building
through the demonstrated need of data collection and
analysis at the ZoNE Project. The ZoNE has collected data is in
many ways, from listening to resident stories, surveying
families, monitoring program participation, and tracking
changes in quality of life indicators at the individual,
school/site, and population levels. Throughout the fellowship,
I have become proficient in analysis through Microsoft Excel
and survey design, and skilled in creative design for reports
tracking key areas of education, housing, childcare, and food
security.
Key Projects have included:
• School Family Survey
• Designed to gain feedback from parents and caregivers
about ways to support student and families in school and
at home, especially during the COVID pandemic.
• Food Distribution Survey
• Designed to measure impact of a program of delivering
food to 20 families (180 people served) throughout the
month of December.
• Housing Survey
• Designed to assess how far families were behind in rent
and mortgage and their feelings about their ability to
remained housed during the Covid-19 Pandemic and
economic crisis.
• Childcare Survey
• Goal was to gain insight about how to improve childcare
for families in Northeast Spokane and continue grant
funding support to support childcare initiatives.

Caption: Figure from the Housing Survey assessing
people’s feelings about their ability to stay housed.

What I Learned
My understanding of community engagement had
always meant direct service work and I was initially
worried about what impact I could have seated behind
a screen tracking the outcomes of different ZoNE
related projects. However, I have learned that data is a
critical tool to evaluate the reach and efficacy of a
program. Sometimes, especially when we are physically
disconnected, letting data tell the story of zip code
disparities can be just as critical of an act of service.

These reports have been used in the application for the 21st
Century Learning Grant, shared with Northeast Spokane
residents, the Spokane Public School District, Spokane City
Council, Washington State Legislature, the many other
partners that work with the ZoNE, as well as featured in news
pieces.

Caption: Me and my supervisor Krysten Proszek at
our weekly meetings!

With outcomes being on-going and changing, I have also been
responsible for collecting biographies for residents who are a
part of the Resident Leader Task Force. This long-term goal of
the task force is that it will be resident-led and these residents
have stepped up to help guide and inform this transformation.
Through these interviews, I have gotten to know some of the
individual stories, which has helped connect the themes of my
data work with lived experiences of residents in Northeast
Spokane.

Caption: Figure highlighting needs of ZoNE families
during the Covid-19 Pandemic.

Caption: Example figure from Housing Survey assessing
how Northeast residents are doing with rent.

What is Next
As I leave Gonzaga next year, I will be relocating to rural
Alabama for a community health fellowship at Project
Horseshoe Farm. Just like the ZoNE, PHF is an emerging
non-profit that is looking to improve their data collection
so they can measure the success of their programs. This
year has provided me with a set of skills that can help
assist in a data-driven side of organizational capacity
building.

Civic Perspective & Community
Needs
My work has expanded my understanding of justice and
advocacy in a unique way. I had always thought that direct
service was the best form of advocacy, but I now see that
data collection and analyzing it is also a powerful way to
tell a community's story in an effort to garner needed
resources and align programs to the needs of the
community. For example, in the state of Washington, the
eviction moratorium ends on March 31st, so the ZoNE set
out to collect a survey which was filled out by over 230
families assessing how far behind families were on rent
and mortgage. I created a report compiling all of this
information that was sent to the Spokane City Council and
the Washington State Legislature that was positively
received demonstrating that there is a need in northeast
Spokane to extend the moratorium so families. While this
is just one example, this specific project demonstrated
how data collection and analysis can be both a form of
advocacy and a way to assess community needs, but this
advocacy comes directly from the input of people
impacted.

